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anc  ̂ shackling the double rail restrainer conveyor is superior compared to the V restrainer. This technology
V s  J  adopted by the U.S. beef industry. Ten systems have been installed during the last two years. Some of the

double rail compared to the V restrainer are: 1) easier and more accurate stunning, 2) wider range of
erent sized animals, 3) cattle enter more easily and 4) separation of rear legs facilitates shackling.

TlONv railcon
Vh °nVeYor was initially developed for use in slaughter plants which process calves and sheep (Giger et ah, 1977;

and Grandin, 1987, 1988a). The first system used in a commercial calf and sheep slaughter plant was
YGrandirA
andaccu

\
ln (1987, 1988a). The double rail provided many advantages compared to the V restrainer, such as: 1) more 
ate stunning, 2) wider range of adjustment for different sized animals, 3) animals entered more easily and 4) 
ear legs facilitated shackling. The objective of this project was to build a larger double rail restrainer for adult
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was installed in a commercial beef slaughter plant that processed 240 grain-fed cattle per hour. The 
^  to 600 kg with an average weight of 475 kg. The existing V restrainer was removed and the double rail

ieri . In «s place. The existing shackling system and take-a-way conveyor remained. The installation was
u Hi

M;
Weekend. For a description of the shackling and take-a-way conveyor system, refer to Edwards (1972), 
(1972) and Grandin (1983). The double rail restrainer was an exact copy of the calf restrainer except it wasarkev
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em’ phe double rail system layout, elevation and cross sections are shown in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. The basic
01 ts similar to the V restrainer and double rail systems described in Grandin (1987, 1988a). The system

entrance ramp, double rail conveyor, shackle rail, table conveyor and incline conveyor. 
rantp tn ̂ me restrainer entrance and straddle a stationary leg spreader bar which positions their legs on each side

A j V  shack/ e r -  conveyor. While the animals ride astride on the moving double rail, they are stunned with a captive
L 0t' Tk *S attached to one rear leg. The stunned animals are discharged off the double rail onto a moving table 
11 shaon.

rolley is then picked up by a moving inclined conveyor which moves the stunned shackled animal to the
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^ V  rap conveyor flights where the animals ride astride had a minimum height of 213 cm above the plant floor.
° r was even with the top of the conveyor flights. Cattle walked up a single file ramp to a level entrance race, 

ramps and crowd pens for bringing cattle in a single file up to the entrance chute can be found in 
was 3 m of level race floor prior to the cleated' non-slip entrance ramp. The leg spreader bar was 45

/v 's  ;s tw
’¡ta Fhere

% ^ Ct*°n 's shown in Figure 1. This bar positions the anim al' s legs on each side of the conveyor. The animal
tL 11 a ci
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non-slip entrance ramp located on each side of the conveyor. This ramp is on a 25° degree angle.

es high centered, it is moved along the conveyor supported by its brisket.
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The double rail conveyor consists of metal segment flights attached to a chain. It is similar to the conveyor deS'c r i l X

(1988a). The moving portion of the conveyor is 26.6 cm wide and 6.5 m long. It has a depression in the center to fit

brisket. The depression for the anim al' s brisket (sternum) is 7.60 cm deep and 7.60 cm wide at the top- 
configuration is formed by three smoothly intersecting arcs. The stationary conveyor framework is 30 cm vV̂ e

The do«1I#'

The adjustable side design is also similar to the design used in the calf restrainer (Grandin, 1988a). F'Sure ' . J V
illustrates the position of the adjustable sides for both small 255-kg cattle and large 800-kg cattle. Hydraulic cyl>

( the ailin'3* „to mechanical linkages move the sides. The adjustable sides press loosely against the upper position or m y
i the"gap below the bottom edge of the adjustable sides provides space for the shoulder joints. When the sides arel"

ble fa‘*fthe smallest cattle, there is a 15-cm gap between the bottom of the adjustable sides and the top of the do J
K$ K

conveyor flights. To prevent injuries to the shoulders of incoming cattle,, the adjustable sides are equipped with sPr

flapper gates to guide the cattle between them. , racK
/fi f v

jowdCattle are stunned with a captive bolt when their heads emerge from underneath the level portion of the ho y
The stat -3). The platform that the stunner operator stands on is even with the top of the conveyor flights (Figure 2)-

of the stunner operator's side is 91 cm high. Shackling is accomplished after the animal is stunned while it i s 5tiU

conveyor. After shackling, the stunned animals are discharged onto the conveyor table and go up an 
components are the same as those used with the V restrainer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The double rail restrainer has successfully operated under commercial conditions for over two years. The MCfSU.S-1

raiir^^iArapidly replacing V conveyor restrainers with double rail restrainers. During the last two years, ten doub . qi
n r  C a h lebeen installed in beef slaughter plants. Cattle appeared to be comfortable while riding on the conveyoi-

the conveyor during line stoppages of over one hour. A,

There were three modifications that had to be made to make the restrainer work efficiently for the larger’ wildef

These modifications were not required for tame formula-fed calves and sheep.
1.

anim al1 s feet do not touch the false floor while it is riding astride the conveyor. Installation of t^e

,d#
^  j\False Floor - This prevents incoming cattle from seeing the 200-cm drop off below the conveyor (^’=U f fo£|1

cattle entry and greatly reduced balking.
etely se'

2. Extended Solid Hold Down Rack - This prevents cattle from being able to see out until they are corl1̂  ^ d0'
< « * * * * * * < » *on the conveyor and their rear feet are off the entrance ramp (Figure 3). The level portion ot u j  It

is 183 cm long and the slanted portion of the hold-down rack is 10 cm above the back of an enteric A
down rack was too short, cattle reared and were difficult to stun. Extending the hold down
to ride quietly. The hold down blocks the anim al1 s vision and it may have a similar effect as the

..dark ^  y  
has a ca
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is used for artificial insemination of cattle (Hale and Friend, 1987). Blocking an anim al's vision
reduces stress (Douglas et al., 1984; Kinsman, 1986). The calming effect of a longer hold down
"making the animal feel restrained." The system works more efficiently and the cattle stay calmer

ra*"*' /
i t * *  J
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settled down on the conveyor before they come out from under the hold down. The behavioral efteC

the P1,(0f
is so powerful that an animal seldom bumps the hold down rack. During experiments to determ* y .
the hold down rack, cardboard was used to test different rack lengths. The cattle seldom t°re the cam
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Lighting of the restrainer entrance is very important. The cattle have to be able to see into the entrance. If
baii. Ce *s t0° dark, the cattle may refuse to enter. At one plant, a burned out light bulb at the entrance caused
Hg.

lint. c°mmended lighting is abundant overhead lighting 3 m over both the entrance and the stunner' s platform.
Ä  Should n°t come up through the false floor.

[f/
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/  V h Jane ^va n ta g es . Ergonomic measurements by Industrial Biomechanics, Inc. of Oak Ridge, North Carolina
:°f strain for the stunner operator is significantly reduced compared to a V restrainer. There is a reduction of 

tt  ̂at ^le 'umbar 5/sacral 1 level. Back strain is reduced because the stunner operator can stand 28 cm closer to
X

He
ergor
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an stand straighter because he no longer has to reach over the return portion of the V restrainer conveyor, 
hitti 0rn'CS f° r the stunner °Perator also results in more accurate and humane stunning. The percentage of poorly 

V  ^een cut in half. Poorly stunned cattle are an extreme safety hazard to people working in the line because they
Joyces ."ig ijne ' At one plant, the reduction in poorly stunned cattle paid for the double rail restrainer in six months by

\ | y  PPages- Line stoppages cost up to $200 per minute in large plants. Another major safety advantage is that it 
lffil
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Cult for live cattle to escape from the restrainer and get out on the stunner operator' s platform. The high, solid 
Rituals ;

double

*n. In a V restrainer, cattle escape onto the stunner operator' s platform much more frequently.
t[ie | e rail restrainer more easily because they can walk in with other legs in a normal position. In the V 

must be pushed together. Less prodding is required to induce cattle to enter the double rail system. At onene'egs
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' Want Was at3le t0  move four out of five cattle into the restrainer without the use of an electric prod. The line speed
,l H  3S0 uCritnn ead Per hour. Employees at three plants had to be retrained not to bunch cattle together. Bunching cattle
i  Pr°yes , t4il.

/Hier

entering efficiency in the V restrainer, but it causes some cattle to get their legs in the wrong position in the 
ahvays position their legs on each side of the leg spreader bar if they are allowed to walk in without beingattle win

er- W h,

r- f|:L and i ra'ner Provides the tools which make humane handling and stunning easier and more efficient. To work
X .  ‘""»«My,

en cattle are driven gently, they will walk in willingly.

fa«'1AV"1'li alio
managers must control employee behavior. At two of the ten plants that have double rail restrainers, 

Wed to handle cattle in an abusive manner. This resulted in line stoppages, downed cattle and jammed

■ é

b *s the resP°nsibility of management to stop rough handling.
Hi).

V  strainers
A
An,0
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are operating in ten large beef slaughter plants in the U.S. and Canada. These plants slaughter 150 to 
eers per hour. The double rail is more efficient and humane than the V restrainer. V restrainers are rapidly 

; , | C V h the double rail.
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Figure 1. Cross section through restrainer entrance.
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